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Variable fractional Fourier processor: a simple
implementation
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A new set of optical implementations of the fractional Fourier transform (FRT) is developed by use of Wigner
matrix algebra. The reinterpretation of some elementary operations that synthesize a rotation in the phase-
space domain allows us to propose a lensless setup for obtaining the FRT. This compact configuration is also
very flexible, because the fractional degree of the transformation can be varied continuously by shifting the
input and the output planes along the optical axis by proper amounts. The above results permit one to build
an optical FRT processor formed by two FRT systems in cascade, with a spatial filter between them. We
present the design of such a variable FRT processor, which contains only one lens. © 1997 Optical Society of
America [S0740-3232(97)00304-9]
1. INTRODUCTION
The introduction of the fractional Fourier transform
(FRT) in the field of optics in 19931 has engaged the in-
terest of many researchers. Many of the potential appli-
cations, among which filtering and correlation stand out
because of the space variance of the FRT, are now
emerging.2–4

The bulk-optical implementation of the FRT of an input
function was first developed in Ref. 5. The proposed pro-
cedure was based on the Wigner distribution function as-
sociated with the input. Since then other optical imple-
mentations have been proposed.6–8 In Ref. 5 Lohmann
also gives an expression for the optical FRT of a one-
dimensional function u0(x0), namely,

uP~x ! 5 FP@u0~x0!#

5 CE u0~x0!exp$ip/@lf1 tan~Pp/2!#~x2 1 x0
2!%

3 exp$22pi/@lf1 sin~Pp/2!#xx0%dx0 , (1)

where P is the fractional degree of the FRT, l is the wave-
length of the light, f1 is a constant focal distance, and C
satisfies the equation

1/C2 5 lf1usin~Pp/2!u. (2)

The optical configurations proposed in Ref. 5 provide the
FRT with a fixed fractional degree that cannot be varied
unless ordinary lenses are replaced by ‘‘fake zoom
lenses.’’9

Our aim in this paper is twofold. First, we present
new bulk-optics implementations of the FRT. The design
strategy relates the FRT operation to a rotation in the
phase space. The new synthesis procedures are obtained
0740-3232/97/040853-06$10.00 ©
with use of Wigner matrix algebra with the three matri-
ces F (free space), L (lens), and M (magnification) as ele-
ments.
Second, on the basis of the matrix representation we

develop a lensless setup to obtain optically a FRT of vari-
able degree. By lensless we mean no lens anywhere be-
tween input and output, but possibly one or two lenses be-
tween the laser and the input. This setup allows us to
propose, in a second step, two FRT processors for tunable
filtering in the fractional domain. The variation of the
fractional degree at the filtering and the output planes is
performed simply by shifting the different elements of the
processor along the optical axis.
In Section 2 we present the new complete set of triplets

of matrices F, L, and M. We summarize the values of
the different matrix parameters for obtaining the FRT of
any arbitrary degree. The reinterpretation of certain
configurations is the key for developing, in Section 3, a
lensless FRT transformer. Finally, in Section 4 two vari-
able FRT processors are proposed. The first one is a
lensless device, which is affected by a scale error at the
output plane. In the second one, this error is compen-
sated by introducing a single positive lens.

2. NEW COMPLETE TRIPLETS
As was shown in Ref. 5, the FRT has a simple interpreta-
tion in the framework of Wigner space. A rotation of the
Wigner distribution function associated with the input
function by an angle f is related to the fractional degree
P of the input by the relationship f 5 Pp/2. This means
that the FRT is periodic in P, with period 4. Besides,
since uP12(x) 5 uP(2x), complete information about the
FRT of any order can be obtained by considering values of
P ranging in the interval [0, 2]. A rotation in the Wigner
domain can be synthesized by use of three shearing steps.
1997 Optical Society of America
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Optically, each one corresponds either to a free propaga-
tion over a distance Rf1 or to a passage through a lens
with focal power Q/f1. For a one-dimensional input sig-
nal, the above operations can be represented by a matrix
F or L, namely,

F [ F1 2R

0 1 G , L [ F 1 0

Q 1G . (3)

These matrices describe how the location vector (x, n)
in the Wigner space will change as a consequence of free-
space propagation or transition through a lens, respec-
tively. The n stands for spatial frequency. Two com-
plete triplets that can synthesize a rotation in a Wigner
domain are FLF and LFL, which correspond to Lohm-
ann’s systems I and II, respectively, proposed in Ref. 5.
Here we recognize that other optical setups that use a

telescopic system, which in Wigner space is represented
by the magnification matrix

M [ F1/M 0

0 MG , (4)

can also be used to obtain the FRT. In other words, all
the complete triplets involving L, F, and M (i.e., MFL,
MLF, LFM, FLM, LMF, and FML) can also perform a
rotation of the WDF by an arbitrary angle. In Fig. 1, the
single action of each component of the above triplets in
the Wigner domain is sketched. Together with the
above-mentioned LFL and FLF triplets, they form a set
of three-matrix products that are the basis for the bulk-
optical implementation of the FRT.
We now derive explicitly the effect of one of the above

new triplets to a given input function. In particular, we
pay attention to the MFL triplet. The action of a lens of
focal distance Q/f1 followed by a free propagation over a
distance Rf1 is represented by the matrix

F1 2R

0 1 GF 1 0

Q 1G 5 F1 2 RQ 2R

Q 1 G , (5)

which obviously cannot be identified with a rotation ma-
trix, i.e.,

ROT [ F cos f 2sin f

sin f cos f
G . (6)

In fact the identification can only be accomplished for the
trivial case f 5 0. The additional impact of the magni-
fication matrix provides the final result

F1 2 RQ/M 2R/M

QM M G , (7)

which can be transformed into a rotation matrix provided
that

M 5 cos f,

Q 5 tan f, (8)

R 5 sin f cos f.

Consequently, the MFL optical setup is composed by a
lens of focal distance

f 8 5 f1 /tan f, (9)

followed by a free propagation over the distance

d 5 Rf1 5 f1 sin f cos f, (10)

and finally a telescopic system with magnification M
5 cos f, which rescales the output and at the same time
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic Wigner representation of the input signal, (b) after a magnification M, (c) after the action of a lens of focal power
Q/f1 , and (d) after free propagation over a distance Rf1 .
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preserves the correct quadratic phase factor at the output
plane according to the definition of the FRT.
The effect of the other members of the set of triplet ma-

trices involving L, F, and M can be interpreted in a simi-
lar way. The corresponding values for M, R, and Q for
each new triplet are summarized in Table 1.

3. LENSLESS QUASI–FRACTIONAL
FOURIER TRANSFORM
The action of the doublet FL gives the key to implement-
ing a lensless optical system that provides the FRT of an
input function apart from a quadratic phase factor. Let
us consider the LFL system represented in Fig. 2(a),
which corresponds to Lohmann’s system II.5 According
to this configuration, the FRT of order P of the input is
obtained just behind the second lens provided that the
separation d between the two lenses and the focal length
f 8 of both lenses are, respectively,

d 5 f1 sin f, (11a)

f 8 5
f1

tan~f/2!
. (11b)

The lens L2 in front of the output plane can be removed
if we are interested only in the square modulus of the
FRT, since it simply introduces a quadratic phase factor.
In this sense, we called the remaining FL system a quasi-
FRT setup. In addition, the first lens L1 can be replaced
by a spherical wave front converging to its back focal
point, here denoted S. The resulting lensless quasi-FRT
setup is shown in Fig. 2(b). In Wigner matrix algebra the
above discussion is reduced to transform the equality
ROT 5 L F L into L21 ROT 5 F L.
Hence the FRT of order P is obtained—aside from a

quadratic phase factor but with the proper
magnification—by placing the input transparency t(x) at
a distance zP from S such that

zP 5 2f 8 5
2f1

tan~Pp/4!
, (12)

and the observation plane must be placed at the distance

R~P; zP! 5 d 5 f1 sin~Pp/2!. (13)

In this way, we are able to obtain the quasi-FRT of any
order P of the input, by simply selecting the position of
the input and the output planes following the prescrip-
tions of Eqs. (12) and (13).
In mathematical terms, the amplitude distribution at

the output plane is represented by

U@x; zP , R~P; zP!# 5 exp@2ik/~2 zP!x2#FP@t~x!#. (14)

Table 1. All Complete Triplets Involving the
Magnification Matrix M

MFL MLFa FLM LFM FML LMF

M cos f cos21 f cos f cos21 f cos f cos21 f

R sin f cos f tan f tan f sin f cos f tan f tan f

Q tan f sin f cos f sin f cos f tan f tan f tan f

aAlthough the authors did not interpret their result in this way, this
particular solution was first obtained in Ref. 10.
The quadratic phase term in Eq. (14) represents a wave
front coming from a point source located at a distance
2zP from the output plane. This situation is similar to
what happens when the Fourier transform of an input is
obtained by optical means with use of a single converging
lens. In general, the optical Fourier transform appears
multiplied by a quadratic phase factor. In many text-
books the optical Fourier transform is called exact only
when this factor is not present, i.e., when the object is
placed in the front focal plane of the lens.
Of course, Eq. (14) can be rewritten as

FP@t~x !# 5 exp @ ik/~2 zP!x2#U@x; zP , R~P; zP!#.
(15)

From this point of view, Eq. (15) states that, except for a
quadratic phase term that may be irrelevant in many
situations, the FRT of order P is a certain Fresnel diffrac-
tion pattern of the input signal when it is illuminated by
a spherical wave front with the proper curvature.
If the input is placed at a distance z Þ zP from S, the

quasi-FRT of order P can also be obtained by free propa-
gation, but with a scale error. Its new location,
R(P; z), and magnification,M(P; z), can be derived from
the Fresnel diffraction theory. They are connected to the
above results through the relations

1
z

1
1

R~P, z !
5

1
zP

1
1

R~P; zP!
, (16)

M~P; z ! 5
R~P; z !

R~P; zP!
. (17)

In the context of image formation, in each member of Eq.
(16) one can recognize the defocus coefficient W20 as used
by Stokseth.11 Using Eqs. (12) and (13), we finally obtain

Fig. 2. Fractional Fourier transform systems: (a) Lohmann’s
setup of type II, (b) lensless configuration.
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R~P; z ! 5
f1 tan~Pp/2!

1 2 f1 /z tan~Pp/2!
, (18)

M~P; z ! 5
1 1 tan~Pp/2!tan~Pp/4!

1 2 f1 /z tan~Pp/2!
. (19)

Equations (18) and (19) allow us to recognize that with
a spherical illuminating wave front, i.e., with a fixed dis-
tance z, we are able to obtain simultaneously the quasi-
FRT of all the fractional orders with a different scale er-
ror and in a different axial position. Only the FRT of
order P such that z 5 zP , where zP is given by Eq. (12), is
achieved without scale error. Since the above equations
hold for any value of P, one may regard the order of the
FRT as a parameter that identifies the Fresnel diffraction
patterns of the input. Thus the optical setup we propose
can also be used in a simple experimental verification of
the role played by the FRT in optical propagation
problems.12

4. FRACTIONAL FOURIER TRANSFORM
PROCESSOR: FILTERING SETUP IN
FRACTIONAL DOMAIN
There are different solutions for implementing a FRT spa-
tial filtering system. Here we present two simple optical
configurations, which are based on the quasi-FRT concept
discussed in Section 3. The first system we propose is a
lensless setup, and the second one is a single-lens device.
In both cases we assume a general filtering configuration
in which, at the output, a composition of two FRT’s is de-
tected. The system performs a first transformation of or-
der P, which is followed by a second transformation of or-
der Q. We assume that the filtering process is carried
out in the fractional domain of order P and that the out-
put is detected at the FRT of order P 1 Q. Note that the
overall filtering process does not prevent the signal from
having a quadratic phase factor while passing through
the spatial filter.

A. Lensless Setup
Working with spherical wave-front illumination, we have
recognized that free-space propagation, i.e., the diffrac-
tion phenomenon, is able to provide simultaneously the
quasi-FRT’s of orders P and P 1 Q. However, depend-
ing on the curvature of the incoming spherical wave front,
it is possible to achieve only one of the two with the
proper scale. Therefore two possibilities arise.
In the first case, the distance z is selected equal to

zP1Q , where zP1Q is obtained by replacing P with P 1 Q
in Eq. (12). In this way, the quasi-FRT of order P 1 Q at
the output is properly scaled, but the quasi-FRT of order
P at the filter plane does not have the proper size. Re-
ferring to Fig. 3(a), we see that the output plane is located
at the distance R(P 1 Q; zP1Q) given by Eq. (13), with P
replaced by P 1 Q, while the separation of the filter
plane from the input, R(P; zP1Q), and the scale of the fil-
ter, M(P; zP1Q), are given by Eqs. (18) and (19), with z
replaced by zP1Q . This approach has already been used
by Granieri et al.10 to describe certain spatial filtering de-
vices based on the self-imaging phenomenon. However,
the result is an inflexible FRT spatial filtering system,
since the scale of the filter must be recalculated singly if
we are interested in changing the order of the FRT at the
intermediate filtering plane.
On the other hand, proper scale at the filter plane but

arbitrary scale at the output is obviously a more conve-
nient solution since the scale at the output can be easily
modified with the image-detection system. As is
sketched in Fig. 3(b), we select the distance z as zP in
Eq. (12). In this way, the separation between the input
and the filter, R(P; zP), is given at once by Eq. (13). So
the location of the output plane, R(P 1 Q; zP), and the
scale at the output, M(P 1 Q; zP), are given by Eqs. (18)
and (19) by replacing z with zP and P with P 1 Q.
Mathematically,

R~P 1 Q; zP!

5
f1 tan@~P 1 Q !p/2#

1 1 tan@~P 1 Q !p/2#tan~Pp/4!
, (20)

M~P 1 Q; zP!

5
1 1 tan@~P 1 Q !p/2#tan@~P 1 Q !p/4#

1 1 tan@~P 1 Q !p/2#tan~Pp/4!
. (21)

It is a straightforward matter to show that R(P
1 Q; zP) and M(P 1 Q; zP) can be rewritten as

Fig. 3. Two configurations for a lensless FRT processor: (a)
proper scale at the output plane, wrong scale at the filtering
plane; (b) proper scale at the filtering plane, wrong scale at the
output plane.
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R~P 1 Q; zP! 5 R~P; zP! 1 R~Q; 2zP!, (22)

M~P 1 Q; zP! 5 M~Q;2zP!. (23)

Equation (22) is a consequence of the commutative addi-
tivity of the FRT, whereas Eq. (23) proves in mathemati-
cal terms that the error in the scale is produced only in
the fractional Fourier transformation of order Q.
The versatility of this approach becomes evident when

one realizes that the filtering order P can be tuned by
simply changing the axial position of the input to the cor-
responding value zP—the filtering plane will be located at
R(P; zP). The order of the filtered output P 1 Q can
also be tuned easily by moving the output plane along the
optical axis.

B. Single-Lens Setup
A FRT processor with the correct scale both at the output
and at the filter plane arises as a direct consequence of
the latter lensless setup. The magnification error M(P
1 Q; zP) at the output plane can be compensated by the
use of a single lens, of back focal distance f, which forms
an image of the filtered FRT of order P 1 Q (produced by
free propagation) with the proper scale, as is shown in
Fig. 4. Therefore the magnification provided by the lens
L must be

ML 5
61

M~P 1 Q; zP!
. (24)

Using the Gaussian lens equation and taking into account
that ML can be written as

ML 5
2f

a 2 f
, (25)

we obtain

a 5 @1 7 M~P 1 Q; zP!# f, (26a)

a8 5
@M~P 1 Q; zP! 7 1#

M~P 1 Q; zP!
f, (26b)

where a and a8 are sketched in Fig. 4. We would like to
emphasize that the same results can be obtained with use

Fig. 4. Single-lens FRT processor.
of the Fresnel diffraction formula for propagation over the
distances a and a8 and taking into account the quadratic
phase factor corresponding to the amplitude transmit-
tance of the lens L.
Arguing practical considerations, next we impose that

the filtering plane and the output plane should both be
real planes. By inspection of Fig. 4, in which a lens of
positive focal distance (f . 0) was assumed, we can write
the above conditions as

a 1 R~P 1 Q; zP! 2 R~P; zP! . 0, (27a)

a8 . 0. (27b)

If one takes into account Eqs. (22), (23), and (26), the
above inequalities can be rewritten in terms of
M(Q; 2zp) and R(Q; 2zP) as

@1 7 M~Q; 2zP!# f 1 R~Q; 2zP! . 0, (28a)

M~Q; 2zP! 7 1
M~Q; 2zP!

f . 0. (28b)

We recognize that the focal length f of the lens L must
fulfill Eqs. (28a) and (28b) for any value of P and Q to
build a single-lens variable FRT processor.
The feasibility of our tunable FRT processor is dis-

cussed with the aid of two particular examples. First, we
consider the case in which the output plane coalesces with
the Fraunhofer plane, i.e., P 1 Q 5 1. In this case,
the values for R(Q; 2zP) and M(Q; 2zP) are

R~12P; 2zP! 5
f1 cos~Pp/2!

tan ~Pp/4!
, (29a)

M~12P; 2zP! 5
1

tan~Pp/4!
. (29b)

The last equalities are derived by replacing P with 1 2 P
and 2z with zP , which is given by Eq. (12), in Eqs. (18)
and (19), respectively.
For values of P ranging in the interval 0 < P < 1, the

above quantities are always positive. By selecting the
negative sign in Eq. (24), and placing Eqs. (29a) and (29b)
in Eqs. (28a) and (28b), we infer that these inequalities
are always fulfilled. In other words, it is always possible
to obtain a filtered version of any fractional order of the
Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of the input with correct
scales on both the output and the filter planes by use of a
single positive lens regardless of the value of its optical
power.
The last particular situation that we explore is P 1 Q

5 2. In this case the output plane coincides with the
image of the object. Now,

R~2 2 P; 2zP! 5
22f1

cotan~Pp/2! 1 tan~Pp/2!
, (30)

and obviously

M~2 2 P; 2zP! 5 21. (31)

Here, by taking the positive sign in Eq. (24), we obtain
that the inequalities given by Eqs. (28a) and (28b) are ful-
filled if
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f > f1
sin~Pp/2!

2
. (32)

So f > f1 ensures a real filtering plane for any value of
P, and consequently under this requirement the setup
provides a filtered version of the image with arbitrary
degree P.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented some simple designs of a FRT trans-
former and a FRT processor. Both systems are variable
in their fractional degree P. Our concern was to achieve
those goals with a minimum number of lenses in a tun-
able fashion.
To this end, first we derived several new optical con-

figurations that produce a rotation in the Wigner space
using the magnification matrix. The Wigner matrix al-
gebra is quite simple and was the key to the proposal of a
set of new and flexible FRT optical designs.
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